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THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE STUDY
OF LATIN
IN THE HIGH SCHOOLS OF ILLINOIS
The relative position which the study of Latin holds
in the curricula of our high schools is a subject of deep in-
terest not only to students and teachers of Latin, but also to
educators in general. The great decrease in the percentage
of students talcing Greek during the last twenty years has no
doubt convinced many that Latin would sooner or later follow
the same course* Both are dead languages, both are highly in-
flected and for that reason quite difficult. So it might seem
quite nrobable to some that Latin would lose its hold in the
sarre manner as Greek.
But those who have so reasoned, have done so without
a thorough investigation of the conditions. They have over-
looked one fundamental fact, one distinct difference between
the two languages viewed with reference to our own — the cor-
relation and interdependence of the Latin and the English. Such
a relation between Greek and English is comparatively slight,
but between Latin and English ^ t is so evident, so necessary,
that one needs seek no further for the explanation of the
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relative positions of Greek and Latin in our hiph schools.
Although the study of Latin may be considered important because
of t^e disciplinary training it affords and because of the wealth
of literature it discloses, yet its -preference over Greek cannot
bo based upon these points. The feature which places it above
the Greet r in the high school curriculum and which renders it
fundamental to anything purporting to be a general education,
is the obvious dependence of the English upon it. And this
general education is or should be the aim of the high school.
The high school, with its limited time and large numbers of
students, cannot hope to offer, in any degree of completeness,
anything more than the most necessary and fundamental branches.
This at once brings the question: "Shall Latin be one of these
necessary and fundamental branches?" To any scholar familiar
with the necessary relation existing between the Latin and
English languages, the fundamental importance of its study is
almost self-evident.
But the purpose of this essay is not so much to determine
the right which Latin has in the high school curriculum as to
determine the relative place which it holds. We have attempted
to ascertain whether, in the midst of an age of distinctly com-
mercial tendency, a study which tends primarily towards a rren-
eral rather than a specific education, has retained itB position
in the courses of the high schools of Illinois. On the basis of
the data received we are convinced that it is not only retaining
its Position, but in a great many localities is gaining upon
some other branches which are considered more in keeping with
present conditions and tendencies.
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To be Bure, many aspects of the pedagogical side of it
are r>ornlexing, euch as thnt of prose composition, and there are
many serious problems involved which are puzzling the ingenuities
of the most experienced teachers, but these are not consideration!
which affect materially the general status of the study of Latin.
Just what relations they do have to the general status will be
•pointed out as they arise in the discussion.
The method used in obtaining the data mentioned was as
follows:- A circular consisting of 38 questions was mailed to
the principal of each of 467 high schools and academies of the
State, with the request that the teacher of Latin give such
answers and suggestions to the questions as he or she saw fit.
The responses to these letters were much more complete than had
been at first expected. About 7>29 schools answered tke letter.
Of these 8 merely replied to state that their school took: uo no
high school work or that it was of so elementary a character
that Latin was not included in the course. These are not in-
cluded in this report. The 321 remaining represent very com-
pletely the entire number of high schools in the state. The
larpre high schools of Chicago and those of other cities and towns
throughout the state responded very generously, while those who
did not respond are confined chiefly to those smaller high schools
n^t included on the accredited list of the University. Thus the
large proportion of the larger high schools replying not only
gives approximate completeness to the statistical portion of
this discussion but also gives weight to the various suggestions
made. On this account the report can fairly be called a rep-
resentative one in every particular.
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The questionswill be taken up and discussed in order with
some comment on the general aspect of the problems where it is
necessary. The list of questions follows:
1. Total enrollment in high school? Number of boys?
Number of girls?
2. Number enrolled in Latin classes during the present
year? Boys? Hirls?
3
. Of these how many are enrolled in first year work?
Boys? Girls?
4. How many in the second year? Boys? Girls?
5. How many in the third year? Boys? Girls?
6. How many in the fourth year? Boys? Girls?
7. How many of your high school students are enrolled
in German?
8 . How many in French?
9 . How many in Greek?
10. How does the total enrollment in Latin during the
nresent year compare with that of the past two years? (If exact
data is not obtainable, nlease estimate as nearly as possible.)
11 . How many weeks are spent on the preparatory book?
12. If you introduce some reading text in the firBt year
T)lease state authors and number of pages read.
13. Do you read any author except Caesar in the second
year, if so, what?
14. Do you read any author except Cicero in the third
year, if so, what?
15. Do you read any author except Vergil in the fourth
year, if so, what?

16 • Do you have five recitation periods each week in
Latin?
17. Is Latin comnulsory in any part of your high school
course?
IP. Is it required for graduation?
19. As regards teaching do you emphasize the grammatical
or literary side?
20. Do you find that your students are interested in
Latin?
21. Whst means do you adopt in the endeavor to secure
interest?
22. Does the high school possess a library?
25. About how many volumes in your school library are
devoted to Roman life, literature or history?
24. Are they used?
25. Is it the better or poorer grade of students who
are enrolled in your classes?
26. Which of the Latin authors read seems to be the most
interesting?
27. Would you change the authors read or lessen the
amount now read for the purpose of reading other authors?
2°. How much time do you devote to Latin composition
in each of the four years?
29. Do you have it each day? If not, how frequently?
30. Are the results satisfactory?
31. If not, what do you consider to be the difficulty
and the possible remedy?
32. It is sometimes asserted that Latin students do not
have the facility in translation which they should nossess at
Tl
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the conclusion of a four year high school course. If this is
your opinion, what suggestions have you looking to the securing
of a larger facility in translation?
33. What is your plan as regards acquiring a vocabulary?
34. Do students come to you from the grades with a sense
of grammatical relations?
35. Kindly favor us with any suggestions you may have as
to how the popularity and efficiency of the study of Latin may
be increased.
36 . Do you have in your school any publications or organ-
izations for the promotion of the study of Latin?
37. If you are a college graduate, please state degree
held and number of years experience.
38. I should be greatly pleased if you would, favor me
with any remarks concerning the study of Latin in the high school
growing out of your own experience as a Latin teacher and which
have not been included in the answers to the foregoing questions.
Question 1.
The 315 high schools replying to this question give a
total of 47,748 students enrolled, 20,749 being boys and
26,277 being girls, while, owing to a few inaccuracies in the
compilation of the statistics, 722 were left indeterminate as
to sex. The excess of the girls over the boys begins to be
noticeable here.
Question 2.
Out of the total enrollment of the 307 high schools
answering this question, 21,345 students are enrolled in Latin
classes during the present year, 7,972 being boys and 12,539
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girls, with 834 indeterminate. The proportion of the number of
girls to boys will be seen to increase as we approach the ad-
vanced courses. This total, however, of almost 45$ of the en-
rollment of the high schools is very encouraging, considering
the great strides that the modern languages have recently been
making in high school work.
Question 3.
High schools to the number of 290 gave statistics for
this question, making a total of 11,337 students enrolled in
first year work. Of this number, 4,574 were boys and 6,334
were girls, xvhile 429 are left indeterminate. This shows that
slightly more than 50$ of those taking Latin are enrolled in
beginning Latin. Although this might be considered auspicious
for the advanced classes of the future, it may also prove that
by far too small a per cent of those beginning Latin get beyond
the first year. This condition mipht be bettered by the intro-
duction into the first year of a little more interesting trans-
lation even at the expense, to some extent, of a complete mastery
of the grammatical features.
Question 4.
This question was answered by 283 high schools, making
a total of 5,692 students engaged in second year work. Of these
2,088 were boys, and 3,393 girls, with 211 indeterminate. This
number, together with those in first year Latin, comprises about
75$ of the total number taking Latin, all being included in the
work of the first two years.
Question 5.
234 schools offer courses in third year Latin, the classes

enrolled aggregating 2,327 students. Of this number 758 are
boys and 1441 are girls, with 128 indeterminate. In four high
schools the second and third year are combined, Caesar being read
one year and Cicero the next. Here the ratio of girls to boys
is seen to be about 2 to 1.
Question 6
.
140 high schools offer a fourth year of Latin, with a
total enrollment of 1,297 students, 360 being boys and 883 girls,
with 54 left indeterminate. But 40 other schools combine third
and fourth year Latin, reading Cicero and Vergil alternately. It
will be noticed that the proportion of girls to boys has
reached its highest point here. This situation is undoubtedly
due to the natural preference of girls for work of a literary
character, and to the preference of boys for the more practical
branches, such as manual training, etc.
Two high schools offer also a fifth year of Latin, having
an enrollment of 43 students and usually reading Ovid.
Question 7.
201 high schools replied that German is offered in their
course, while 5 other schools, which undoubtedly offer German,
gave no statistics as to enrollment. The total enrollment of
those replying is 12,008 or approximately 25$ of the total en-
rollment of the schools. The popularity of German is noticeable
particularly among the larger high schools, in many of which the
enrollment in German exceeds that in Latin. The fact that in
most high schools only a year or two of some foreign language
is required for grpduation, together with the comparative ease
of German accounts for this feature.
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Question f
.
French is offered in 40 high schools, and there are two
others which undoubtedly offer it, hut gave no statistics of en-
rollment. The total enrollment of the 40 high schools in French
is 2,241, or less than 5$ of the total high school enrollment.
It is, of course, only the larger and better equipped high schools
which offer French, a few of these also offering Spanish.
Question 9.
Greek is offered by 17 high schools and academies, having
a total of 283 students. This is about l/2 of \$ of the total
high school enrollment. Over half of the institutions offering
Greek are located in Chicago, those outside of Chicago being
principally academies or seminaries. The cause for this gradual
disappearance of Greek from the high school curriculum has been
carefully sought for by many classical authorities, but the
difficulty of the language, together with the immense growth
in the study of easier modern languages are undoubtedly factors
in this result.
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Table I - Questions 1-9.
Enrollment
Question : : Replies : Total : Boy9 :
: enrollment : :
Girls : Sex
: indeterm.
1. In high :
School : 315 5 47,748 : 20,749 : 26,277 : 722
2. In Latin: 307 : ! 21,345 : 7,972 : 12,539 : 834
3. In Latin:
I
.
290 : 11,337 4,574 : 6,334 : 429
4. In Latin'
II . : 283 : 5,692 : 2,088 : 3,393 : : 211
5. In Latin
III . :: 234 : 2,327 : 758 : : 1,441 : 128
6 . In Latin
IV. : 140 : 1,297 : 360 *: 883 : 54
7. In Latin*
V. ! 2 : 43
In German 5 201 :: 12,008
In Frencn : 40 : 2,241
In Greek ! 17 : 283 :
1

Question 10.
Of the 296 high schools replying to this question 123
stated that the enrollment is approximately the same as it has
been for the last two years; 125 reported an increase in the
enrollment, the varying degrees being shown in the fol lowing :-
53 merely stated that there had been a gradual increase in en-
rollment during the last two years, in some cases being merely
proportionate to the increase in the total enrollment of the
school, in others being much more rapid; 12 report an increase
of 10$, 11 an increase of 15$, 5 an increase of 20$, 18 an in-
crease of 30$, 7 an increase of 50$, 1 an increase of 75$, and
IP reported that the enrollment had doubled. Of the whole num-
ber, 4-1 report a decrease in enrollment varying from 10 to 30$,
and 7 stated that Latin has just been installed in their high
schools, and hence no basis of comparison was to be had.
This gives 23B who report that Latin is either holding
its own or is on the increase against 41 who report a decrease,
9 status which is very encouraging. While it is impossible
from the d^ta at hand to determine whether or not the total
enrollment is greater at the present time than it was two years
ago, it is safe to assume, in consideration of the large num-
ber reporting increases, that the total enrollment shows a healthy
increase over that of the last two years.
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Table IT - Question 10
Enrollment compared with that of past two years.
Renli es :Same Enrollment: Increase : Gradual Increase : Ten per cent
296 : 123 • 125 : 53 : 12
15# : 20$ : : 50$ „ . _ , Decrease75$ : Doubled : 10 _ g c£
11 : 5 : 18 : 7 : 1 : 18 : 41
:Just installed:
: 7 :
Those included under head "Increase" are repeated under the
different degrees of increase following.
Question 11.
Of the 297 high schools answering this question, 41
devote the entire year to the first year book, 1 gives 44 weeks, 2
give 42 weeks, 39 give 40 weeks, 10 give 39 weeks, 32 give 38 weeks,
109 give 36 weeks, 6 give 35 weeks, 17 give 33 weeks, 9 give 32 weeks,
16 give 30 weeks, 6 give 28 weeks, 7 give 25 weeks, while 2 give only
1/2 a year or 17 or l p weeks to the -preparatory work.
It will be observed that the most popular lengths of
time are 36, 39 and 40 weeks. Most of the average sized and
smaller high schools devote 36 weeks to the preparatory bcok, while
under tho^e giving 39 or 40 weeks, fall most of the Chicago high
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schools, as well as most of the other city high schools of the
state. The chief objection to spending as much as 39 or 40 weeks
on the nre^aratory book is that no time is left to take up any
great amount of connected reading, a thing which is so necessary
for the student before entering upon Caesar. However, a great
many of those spending so long a time on grammatical work, in-
troduce some easy reading text before Caesar in the second year.
Table III - Question 11.
Weeks spent on preparatory book.
Replies : Entire Year : 44 Weeks : 42 Weeks : 40 Weeks
297 : 41 : 1 : 2 : 39
39 Weeks : 38 Weeks : 3fl Weeks : 35 Weeks : 33 Weeks
10 : 32 : 109 : 6 : 17
Weeks : 30 We^ks : 28 Weeks : 25 Weeks : 1/2 year
9 : 16 : 6:7:2
Question 12.
The renlies to this question numbered 297, of whom 226
stated +hat they took up no reading text during the first year,
and 71 that they did. Of these 71, 5 spend about 8 weeks on
Collar's Gradation, 28 read some Caesar, from 10 to 30 chapters,
13 read select Latin stories from different sources, 4 read
Viri Romae, 11 use "Rellum TIelveticum , " which embraces a large
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portion of Caesar, 2 use Via Latina, 2 use Brittian's Intro-
duction, to Caesar, 3 use a text in easy sight reading by D'ooge,
1 uses Jones' Reader, 2 read from Jones * vorke's Caesar's Wars
with the Helvetians, R spend several weeks on Fabulae Faciles
and 2 use Collar's Gate to Caesar.
This wide diversity in the material selected for reading
is due to the fact that it is entirely in the hands of the in-
dividual teacher to state what should be read, no definite
author being required In most high schools. But it is greatly
to be desired that some reading of this nature be given at the
close of the first year, that the pupil beginning Latin may see
that Latin consists of something more than paradigms and rules.
Question 13.
Of the 290 high schools giving answers to this question
by far the greater portion, 246 in number, introduce no author
except Caesar in second year Latin. The other 44 introduce some
other author in the following proportions:- 26 read selected
portions from various authors, or such collections as are found
In the beginning of D'ooge' s Second Year Latin Book, 3 read an
oration or so of Cicero, 2 read some of Eutropius, 1 introduces
some Nepos, 1 some Ovid, 1 reads Fabulae Faciles and 1 GradatiflFi.
The fact that only 44 out of 290 high schools introduce
some other and -perhaps easier author in the second year, is to
be greatly deplored. Without a quite extensive experience in
reading comparatively easy Latin, the average student will find
himself severely handicapped in reading the difficult portions
of Caesar. Many teachers of Latin are becoming aware of this
fact and are desiring to substitute some easier author for a
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part of Caesar, as will be pointed out in a later question. The
second year seems to be the crucial one for the Latin st\ident
and for that reason should be the one most carefully planned and
taught of all the course.
Question 14.
207 of the 24R high schools replying here stated that
they introduce no author in the third year except Cicero, and
41 stated that they do. Of these 41, 27 read Ovid for from six
weeks to three months of the year, 6 read some of Sallust, 6
begin Vergil, reading amounts varying from 500 to 1500 lines, 1
reads more Caesar and 1 is bold enough to attempt some Horace.
The third year does not involve the same necessity of
introducing another author that the second year does. The
student has by this time had a year's experience in reading
difficult Latin and is quite prepared to take up the smoothly
flowing prose of Cicero. Here also the teacher has more choice
in selecting what work shall be read, and by experimenting, can
determine what particular combination of Cicero's orations and
letters gives the most satisfactory course. The introduction
of some Ovid, however, would serve as a very efficient preparatior
for Vergil.
Question 15.
Replies to this question were received from 156 high
schools, 121 stating that no aLithor is introduced in the fourth
year except Vergil. Of the other 55, 28 spend from three to
two months on Ovid, 2 read some Sallust, 2 take up more of
Cicero, 1 does some Fepos, 1 attempts some Livy, while 1 high
school has the plan of reading Cicero one-half the year and

Vergil the other half in both the third and fourth years.
Ovid ia a very pleasing and easy relaxation from the
reading of the six books of Vergil and where time can be spared
should be rend. The general method, where Ovid is read, ifi that
of reading it in clas? at sight, without any previous preparation,
work for which Ovid is peculiarly adapted.
Table IV - Questions 12 - 15.
Other authors introduced in different years.
Year ! Replies :
No other :
text or :
author i
Caesar s Cicero : Futropiue
First 297 : 226 ! 28 !
Second : 290 ! 246 : : 3 !: 2
Third s 248 J 207 : ; 1 :
Fourth : 154 ! 121 : t 2
Year : Ovid : Nepos : Salluet Vergil
: Text with
: Selected
: Readings
First ! 55
Second ! 1 > 1 • 34
Third 27
i
6 ' 6
Fourth 28 • 1 ! 2
Question 16.
Of the 306 high schools answering here 290 stated that
they have five recitation periods rer week in Latin in all years,

1* that they have five recitation periods per week each year after
the first year, where only four periods are given, two give only
four recitation periods per week in all years, and 1 has five
in the first three ye^rs and four in the fourth.
The 13 which give only four periods per week during the
first year consist principally of the larger high schools, where
the comparatively large number of courses offered render it al-
most impossible to give five periods to one single branch through
out the four years. However, the great importance that neces-
sarily attaches to first year work and the impossibility of
mastering the essentials with anything short of continued, per-
sistent work, make it advisable to spend five recitation periods
per week where it is possible, particularly during the first
year.
Question 17
.
7>1? high schools replied to this question, 142 of them
stating that Latin is not compulsory in any part of their high
BChool course, while 142 others replied that Latin is compulsory
in at least one course and perhaps in all - in this class are
many of the small high schools which offer perhaps only one
course, 24 replied that in the course variously called Latin,
Classical or College Entrance, Latin is reouired, and one each
stated thnt it is compulsory in the Literary, Scientific and
Engineering courses.
The tendency among the larger and better high schools
seems to be to make Latin purely elective. This need not be
considered by any means a tendency dangerous to the study of
Latin, but rather in some respects may be considered beneficial.

It of course eliminates the "required student" who takes Latin
simply because he roust, and not because of any desire to learn
the language. The purely elective system undoubtedly gives the
teacher of Latin a more intelligent and interested class of
students than the compulsory system and, for this reason, will
result in more thorough and scholarly work.
4
Table V - Question 17.
Latin Compul sory
Replies
312
Not compul.:Compul sory : Compul sory : Corop. in :Comp. in tComp.in
in any : in some :in Class . :Engineer*ng : Scientific : Literary
course : course : course i course : course : course
142 142 24
Question 1R
.
Of the 309 high schools replying, 14? stated that Latin
is not required for graduation, while 164 stated that it is
reouired for graduation at least from some course. In this
last group are included 24 who reouire it for graduation from
who
the Latin course, 2A require it for graduation from the Scientific
course, and 1 each from the Literary and Engineering courses. A
few of those requiring Latin in the Latin course stated the num-
ber or years. of Latin reouired, ? requiring two years, 2 requir-
ing four years and 1 reouiring three years. Also of the general
number requiring Latin for graduation, 35 require two years, 21
reouire one year and 11 require three years. 14 also replied
that either Latin or German is required for graduation, the
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requirement beinp- one or two years. A few high school b also
have a reouirement that those who elect Latin must take at least
two years of it and in some cases three years in order to get any
credit at all, going on the basis that one year*s work in Latin
is of no value to the student. It hardly seems, however, that
such methods can bring anything except unpopularity and criticism
to the department of Latin, since a great many students who
might, upon taking Latin, find it quite profitable and enjoyable,
would be prevented from registering for it by the fear that it
might be unprofitable and the knowledge that if it was so they
could not drop it. Latin should be on an eoual basis with the
other branches of high school work and when so placed will al-
ways find its due and proper position in the high school curri-
culum.
Table VI - Question IB.
Latin required for graduation.
:lTot rea *d tRequired : Req'd in :Req'd in :Req'd in :Req'd in
Replies: in any : in some : Classical : Engineering : Scientific: Literary
: course : course : course : course : course : course
309 :
•
: 145 : 140 :
ft • «
» • «
: 24 : 1 :1 2 ! 1
Question 19.
304 high schools gave replies to this question. Of
these PR stated that they emphasize the grammatical side, 59 that
they attempt to give the two phases equal emphasis, 31 that they
give the greater emphasis to the literary side, 104 that during
the first two years they place stress on the grammatical side,
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but during the last two years upon the literary side, and 9.2
that they give the grammatical the greater emphasis during the
first two years, eoual emphases to both during the third year,
and the literary the chief attention during the fourth year. A
few teachers, moreover, give here statements as to their experi-
ence in this relation which are worthy of note here. One
teacher says, "T have until recently given more attention to
grammar and Latin forms, but I am becoming more and more convin-
ced that the Latin recitation should serve as an excellent train-
ing in English. English in many of our high schools is being
ma.de the backbone of the course, so to speak, and it is necessary
for Latin teachers to demonstrate that training in Latin affords
the very best training in English." As was pointed out in our
introduction, this is the feature in the study of Latin that
renders it so fundamental a part of the high school course.
Another teacher would rather separate the grammatical and liter-
ary, taking up the former chiefly in connection with prose com-
position and devoting the regular recitations to the latter.
This plan would undoubtedly result in a better appreciation of
the literary phase, but might destroy the balance of work to such
a degree that the grammatical part and hence the composition
work, which is of course fundamental to anything higher, would
become even more unpopular, a contingency which is to be avoided
by all means.
Still another teacher writes that her experience has been
that many classes do not have the power and temperament to come
to any degree of appreciation of the literary. In this case
she says, "if we cannot gain our high aim, which is literary
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appreciation, let ub at leant be satisfied with some degree of
perfection in gramma tical work." It is true that a certain
degree of perfection 3n grammatical work is necessary even for
any sort of literary appreciation, but it is hardly probable that
there are many classes some members of which would not be able to
follow a careful teacher in a moderate effort to lay stress on
the literary. Surely the teacher should develop this feature
in each class to the highest degree possible.
A fourth teacher, however, seems to hit upon what is
pretty nearly the proper proportion of work when she says that
she emphasizes the grammatical side "only so far as it aids in
constructive English and in the literary and historical inter-
pretation." This should be the function of the grammatical part
of any language. It is merely a means, not an end, and should
be in so far as it is possible subordinated and made auxiliary
to the greater aim in the study of Latin, a literary apprecia-
tion of the masterpieces of some of the world's greatest poets,
orators and historians, and through this means, an insight into
the life and distinctive characteristics of the Roman people.
Question 20.
Of the 222 high school f replying here 203 feel assured
that their students are interested in Latin, while 19 feel that
their students lack interest in varying degrees. Of the schools
replying in the affirmative 93 merely stated that their students
are interested in Latin, not giving any qualifying statements,
60 stated that most of them are interested, 16 that there is a
fair degree of interest manifested, 17> that those are interested
who have no gre^t difficulty with Latin, 7 that there are a few
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who ^re interested, 5 that their students are very much inter-
ested, 4 that they are not greatly interested until the second
half of the second year, although, on the other hand, 3 state
that their students are especially interested in first year work.
Of those giving replies in the negative, 14 stated that
some are interested but some are not, 3 that mo6t of them are
not interested, while one teacher finds that the students seem
to be interested chiefly in passing.
On the whole the spirit of the replies seemed to indicate
that the interest of the students in Latin is quite equal to if
not greater than that manifested in any other branch of study.
Pupile of high school age can scarcely be expected to display
any abnormal degree of interest in the class room work of any
department, but it is Bafe to say that Latin inspires a very
creditable degree of interest in pupils of average ability.
As to the question whether pupils are interested prin-
cipally in first year work or are not interested until after the
second year, it is nuite probable that this depends largely
on the teacher. If the teacher finds first year work a pleasure
and enjoys going over the elements again and again it is more thar
probable that his students will display interest in it, while
if he finds the elementary work a drudgery and enjoys the more
advanced work, his students will probably find their greatest
enjoyment in the advanced courses.
Question 21.
174 high schools offered suggestions as to the means
by which interest may be secured in the study of Latin. The
general trend of the replies seems to indicate that the interest

depends principally upon two thinge: (1) the personal enthusiasm
and thoroughness of preparation of the teacher himself, and,
(2) upon the enthusiasm that comes to the student from the con-
sciousness of having accomplished something himself and the con-
sequent desire to accomplish more. Many other excellent sug-
gestions were made, however, that tend to secure and maintain
the interest of the student. Among them the following were
worthy of mention:
-
Interesting students in the spirit of the author and re-
quiring them to read up authorities on Roman history or customs.
Thoroughness of work, enlivened occasionally by a talk
on some phase of Latin literature in its relation to the English.
Complete mastery of the subject matter of the selection
being read, and a knowledge of the conditions under which it was
written.
Frequent sight reading.
In first year work vocabulary and declension contests.
Impressing upon the students the reality of the lives
and activities of the men read about.
Comparison of the Latin and English languages with res-
pect to derivations, and of Roman customs and institutions with
our own.
Maintenance of personal interest and enthusiasm on the
part of the teacher himself.
Use of variety in conducting recitations.
Occasional stereopticon lectures.
Free discussion in class of the subject matter of the
authors studied.
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Presentation of the thought that Latin is a dead language
only in the regard that it is not spoken today, hut that it is
alive in the regard that it exists today in our own and many
other kindred languages.
Devoting special days to the "story" of the text without
attention to grammatical construction as such, and the assignment
of fine passages for artistic rendering.
The use of Latin games which are published expressly for
the use of Latin classes.
In Vergil, attempts for metrical translation and the
introduction of mythology.
Avoiding constant reference to grammatical constucticn
and the development of an appreciation of the literary value of
the author.
Tn Caesar the "building of miniature bridges and the
making of sand maps and the tracing of the various campaigns.
In schools where it is possible the publication of a
Latin paner by the pupils.
Presentation of the value of Latin as a developing agency
for logical thought and expression.
All of these suggestions have no doubt been proved suc-
cessful by numerous teachers and are the result of long exper-
ience. For that reason they c^rry the weight which is due to
such experience. Yet the very authors of these suggestions
would no doubt admit, and in many canes have admitted, that suc-
cess depends by no means upon these methods and devices alone.
Where they have been successful it has been due, no doubt, to
the personality and enthusiasm of the teacher using them. Mere
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method becomes leen and less Important as a teacher 1b more
enthusiastic, interested and scholarly. The fundamental ele-
ment in the securing of interest, then, lies in the teacher ard
not in the method.
Question 22.
215 high schools gave replies to this question, 204 of
them stating that they possessed a library of larger or smaller
proportions, 6 that they possessed no library at all, and 5 that,
although they possesred no considerable library themselves, they
were so located as to have the use of either a public or perhans
college or university library. It can of course be seen from
the larp-e proportion of those possessing libraries of some sort,
that the importance of a library is realized in most cases, but
the efficiency and completeness of equipment of these libraries
is not so easily assured - a phase which will be taken up in the
next question.
Question 23.
As will be observed from the statistics which follow,
the library facilities in a great number of our high schools
leave much to be desired. Of the 171 high schools estimating
the number of volumes devoted to Roman life, literature or
history, 33 reported that they have only 4 or 5 volumes dealing
with those subjects, 52 stated that they have only 10 or 12 vol-
umes, 13 that they possess only 15 volumes, 15 that they have
about 20 volumes, 19 that, they have about 25 or 30 volumes, 6
that they have 40 volumes, 11 that they have 50 volumeB, 2 that
they have 60 volumes, 5 that they have 75 or 80 volumes, 8 that
they have 100 volumes, 2 that they have 125 volumes, 2 that they
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have 1^0 volumes, 2 that they have 2f.O volumes and 1 that they
have 400 volumes.
Of this entire number about one-half has lees than 1?
volumes devoted to the subjects mentioned, a fact which points
out very clearly at least one feature in which many of our high
schools, particularly the smaller ones, are severely handicapped.
In order for the department of Latin to be most efficient, it is
quite indispensable to have, not only the old standard works
on those subjects, but wherever it is possible, to have also
whatever more recent works of value appear from time to time.
Nothing perhaps will give the student of Latin so great an ap-
preciation of the importance of Latin in cur educational system,
particularly in the higher institutions , as a familiarity with
the best discussions of that subject by both the earlier and
more recent writers. From an acquaintance with even the more
elementary of these works, he derives some conception of the
extent to which Latin is still alive, in that it is by many of
our most brilliant educators considered one of the elements
fundamental to any branch of modern scholarship.
The efficient results of such library facilities can
easily be observed in the larger high schools, where, in spite
of the wide range of electivee, and the rapid growth of the
Bo-called "more practical" departments, Latin is still maintain-
ing its proper position in the curriculum.
Question 24.
The general opinion of those replying here seems to be
that what library facilities are to be had are made use of quite
extensively. Of the 1B9 answering, 110 merely stated that
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those volumes are used, 24 stated thrt they are used to some
extent, 4 that they are used continually, IS that they are used
only when outside readings are required, 12 that they are not usee,
as much as they should be, 5 that they are used more by history
classes than by Latin classes, 17 that they are used very little,
2 that work is too heavy to admit of much reference to the library
and 3 that they are not used at all.
However, the majority of the replies seemed to indicate
that the difficulty in such reference work lies rather in the
lack of facilities for it than in the disinclination of the
students themselves for the work. Moreover, many stated that
work of this nature is greatly enjoyed by their classes and that
it adds no small degree of interest to the general class room
work
.
Ouestion 25.
Of the 197 high schools replying to this question, 146
agree that it is the better grade of students who are enrolled
in their Latin classes, 4 others say that it is the very best
grade of students, 12 that their students are of only average
ability, 15 that they have all the students, since Latin is
reouired of all, and 20 that they have a fair proportion of both
kinds
.
Tt is quite natural, to be sure, that any teacher should
consider his own pupils to be slightly superior to those enrolled
in other departments, yet it certainly is not due to that tend-
ency to any great extent that so many have expressed the opinion
that it is the better grade of students taking Latin. It is a
pretty generally recognized fact, in most colleges and universi-
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ties, that a student with a classical training has many advan-
tages, particularly in work of a literary nature, over the
student with a training not embracing the classics. There may,
however, still be a question as to whether this student is supe-
rior because of his classical training or because of natural
ability. To a student with a natural inclination and talent
for literary or linguistic work, the study of Latin would nec-
essarily atmeal from the very nature of it. This accounts, to
some extent at least, for the presence of the good student in the
Latin class. (^e are using the term "good student" here to apply
to those students who excel 1 in the liberal branches of the high
school curriculum.) The other side of the question is of course
the converse of this, that the poorer students, seeing the diffi-
culty which Latin has for them avoid it and thus leave principally
the brighter students taking it. Occasionally this condition
may be said to be the result of two forces: a conscious preference
on the part of the brighter students and a studious avoidance on
the part of the poorer ones.
Question 36.
Vergil seems to be the favorite author in the high school
course, although the preference is not by any means unanimous.
Of the 172 schools replying, 61 stated that Vergil is the most
interesting, 21 that either Cicero or Vergil is the most interest-
ing, 3 that Ovid or Vergil is the most interesting, 35 that Cicero
is the most interesting, 3 that Cicero and Caesar are the two
most interesting, 8 that Vergil and Caesar are the most interest-
ing, 21 that Caesar is the most interesting, 1 that Ovid is, 2
that Caesar, Cicero and Vergil prove equally interesting, 2 that
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the interest varies according to the individual clasres, and 8
stated that hoys express a preference for Caesar or Clcoro and
girls for Vergil. It is quite probable that had the question
been asked directly a much larger number would have agreed with
this last statement. The stirring activities of Caesar's cam-
paigns and the lop-ic and daring shrewdness displayed in Cicero* b
orations are features which will certainly apneal to the mind
of the boy, while the picturesque wanderings of Aeneas are more
of the nature to appeal to the imagination of the girl. This
may account, to some extent, at least, for the strong preferences
for Vergil, since the girls predominate quite noticeably in the
upper clashes.
Question 27.
This Question brought forth a great variety of opinion bolh
in regard to the amount of work to be done and in regard to the
authors to be studied. Of the 173 replies, 100 were to the
effect that no change should be made in the present eystem, while
77, were in favor of some sort of change. Of the 73 desiring a
change, 11 merely stated that they considered a change desirable,
but gave no definite suggestions, 26 that they would decrease the
amount of Caesar read for the sake of reading some easier author,
1 that they would change Caesar entirely, 9 that they would sub-
stitute some Fppos for about two book?? of Caesar, 9 that they
would lessen the amount read in all years for the sake of more
thorough grammatical drill, 6 would shorten Cicero for the sake
of reading some other author, 3 would substitute some Sal lust
for Cicero, 4 of those having three year Latin courses would
lessen the amount of Cicero to take up some Vergil in the third
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year, 1 would prefer to read some of the essays, De ""enectute
or De Amicitia, in place of some of the orations, 1 would attempt
some Horace along with Cicero, 8 would substitute some Ovid for
a part of Vergil, 1 would introduce some Catullus in the fourth
year, and still another would read a play of Plautus or Terence
at the close of the fourth year to give the Latin student an idea
of comedy in Latin literature.
Although the majority of those replying expressed no de-
sire for a change in the authors read, there is one consideration
which renders their numbers less expressive of the true status.
A great many of the schools desiring no change are those which
have already departed quite radically from the regular line of
work, in introducing some easy author in Caesar and in taking up
somo other author in both Cicero and Vergil classes. This makes
the number of those really desiring to keep the old system of
Caesar, Cicero and Vergil only, appreciably smaller and the num-
ber advocating some departure from this system correspondingly
larger. However, ignoring this fact, there still seems to be
a strong dissatisfaction with present recmirement3
,
particularly
as regards second year work. The reports are almost unanimously
to the effect that when a student ha3 spent practically his
entire first year on the preparatory book, he is unprepared to
be put directly at Caesar without the preliminary reading of some
easier author. Just what author should be read here might be
determined in a variety of ways, but each teacher must if he
cares to make some change, let his experience guide him in this
respect. As will be noticed from the statistics given, the
majority of those either already having some other author or
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desiring to have some other one in the second year, seem to favor
some such author as Nenos, or some group of selected readings
such as Viri Romae. There can be no doubt that some work of
this nature should be /riven if for no other reason, at least
that the approach to the difficulties of Caesar may be made more
gradual
.
The changes suggested in Cicero are more concerned with
the selection of the most suitable orations and essays to be
read than with the introduction of new authors. This also is a
question which the teacher largely determines for himself, but
it is to be questioned whether essays of a nature so involved
as the De Amicitia and De Senectute would be intelligible to the
average third year high school pupil. The only suggestion for
T7ergil was the introduction of some Ovid in the latter part of
the year, and in most cases this can be done without any shorten-
ing of the required reading. The peculiar forms of Plautus and
Terence might render a short time devoted to one of their plays
r a ther unnro f1 1ab 1 o
.
Questions 2R & 20.
Owing to the close relation existing "between these two
questions and the varieties of ways in which they were answered
it seems advisable to treat them together. And perhaps the
results will be more intelligible if the statements of work done
are taken up according to the year than if taken up as a whole
.
In regard to first year *?ork a great many gave no information
considering that composition is a necessary part of that year's
work. However, of the 107 who did offer information, 3 stated
that they devote one-fourth of the entire time in the first year
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to nrose work, 14 that they give one-third of the time, 14 that
they give one-half the time, 8 that they have composition one
day r>er week, 1^ that they give three day a por week to it and
55 that they do some work in thai line every day.
Tt is quite probable, however, that during the first year
almost every teacher finds occasion every day to spend some time
on prose comnosi tion.
In regard to the second year 7/ork the replies were fuller
and more explicit. Of the 193 giving some time to prose during
the second year, 123 devote 1 day per week to it, 1 devotes one-
third of the entire time, 19 give two days per week, 8 devote
an)f amount of time which averages one day per week but which is
taken consecutively for several days, 6 have it three days T>9r
week, 21 devote some time to it each day, 4 give one day per week
for one-half of the year, 2 give only one day in two weeks, 2
give two consecutive days every other week and 2 give it only as
occasion de?nands.
In this year it seems to be the most general policy to
devote 3ome time every day to composition, thus making it an in-
tegral part of the daily recitation. This method has the virtue
of making the prose work and the translation more closely allied
than is often the case.
The third year work on the whole is very similar to that
of the second year. Of the 158 schools replying, 14 devote some
time each day to composition, 5 devote one-third of the entire
time to it, 99 give one day per week, 5 one day per week for the
first half of the year, 8 give an amount of time averaging one
day ner week but taken for several consecutive days at th9 close
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of each oration, 17 giv<^ two days ner week, 1 .^ives three days
per week for one-half of the year and 2 give two days every other
week, 5 give it only occasionally, while 2 give no time to it at
all.
One day ner week seems to be the most general method in
the third year, but it is less prevalent in this year than in the
second year.
91 give information in regard to fourth year work, 8 of
them still giving some time each day to composition, 2 giving it
daily for one-half of the year, 110 giving it one day per week,
P somewhat less than one day per week, 1 giving it twice a week,
1 giving one day per week for one-half of the year, 1 r-ivinp two
entire weeks twice a semester, 3 giving 15 days at the close of
tbe year for a general review of composition, and 1 giving every
day of the last month for such a review, and 26 giving no time to
composition in this year.
From the following tables can be derived an apnroximate
idea of the length of time put upon prose composition in the dif-
ferent years. The question as to whether the results of this
work are of a nature to justify the expenditure of this amount
of time and as to what particular method proves most satisfactory
will be taken up in the next question.
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Table VTT - Questions 28 & 29.
Prose Composi tion
• t 4
• • * week j week : t< week : days
First : : 107 : 3 !! 14 : ! 14 : 8 : ! 13 : : 55 :
Second : 193 : : 1 ! : 123 !! 6 :: 21 : 19 !: 8
Third : ! 158 ! • 6 : 99 ' : 14 ! : 17 -: 8
Fourth
:
: 91 : \ 110 : i 8 •: 1
'Vears
: 1/4 : 1/3 : 1/2 :1 day :3 days: :2 daystConsec-
Replies time : time : time : per : oer : Daily : per tutive
:1 day :1 day :Daily :3 days:2 days: £han j2 week:Occas=:
Years :per wk:in 2 :l/2 yr:t>er wk : every :1 day : per : ion- : None
:l/2 yr: weeks: :l/2 yr :otHrwk :per wk : seirfstr :ally :
First
Second : 2 : ! 2 :
Third s ! 1 : 2 i : 5 :: 2
Fourth : 2 ! 8 :: 4 26
Question 30.
Of the 196 replies to this question, 134 may be said to
be affirmative and 58 negative. Of the affirmative answers. 54
were to the effect that the results are satisfactory, 67 that thej
are fairly so, 13 that they are satisfactory. Of the remaining
58, 16 stated that results are not satisfactory and 42 that they
are not entirely satisfactory.
The great majority of these replies seem to indicate
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that the general results in prose coraoosition are not quite
satisfactory. Another question which is not directly asked in
the list, but which would he interesting to look into, is what
particular methods bring satisfactory results. From the replies
received to the four questions devoted to composition it was
possible, however, to go into this question rather fully. On
the basis of these replies, it was seen that 75 schools use the
method of having composition each day during the first year, 1
day per week in each of the second and third years and very
little or no time in the fourth year. Of those using this
method, 53 reoort satisfactory results and 22 unsatisfactory.
Also 15 use the method of daily prose during the first three yeare
and once per week during the fourth year. In this method the
results seem to be more uniform, 14 finding them satisfactory
and 1 unsatisfactory. 13 make use of the method of having com-
position daily in the first year, twice a week in the second
and third years and only occasionally or not at all in the fourth
year. 9 of these find the results satisfactory and 4 unsatis-
factory. 17 adont the system of devoting several days consec-
utively to composition instead of having it regularly, and of
these, 12 renort satisfactory results and 5 unsatisfactory.
From these statements it can be seen that the most
prevalent method for composition work is that of devoting 1 day
per weok in the second and third years and little or no time in
the fourth, but thiB method seems to be by no means the most
satisfactory, almost one-third of those using it reporting it
unsatisfactory. The method which seems to bring the most uni-
formly satisfactory results is that of daily composition for
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three years and once ner week for the fourth year. Ab haB been
pointed out before, this method will certainly give a unity of
aim to the daily recitation which should bring the most efficient
results. Yet no particular method can be laid out arbitrarily
to be followed in all cases, and here as in many like instances,
the teacher must allow his own judgment and experience to dic-
tate his methods.
Table VIII - Question 30.
Results of Prose Methods.
Method :
'a??s¥ac
a .Re
fory* sa
suits un-
tisfactcry
Daily 1st year, 1 day oer:
week second and third :
years, less fourth year :
75
*
•
•
•
•
53
•
•
•
• 22
Daily first three years, :
once ner week fourth year:
•
•
15
•
•
•
•
•
•
14
•
•
•
•
•
•
1
Daily first year, twice :
ner week second and third:
years, occasionally in :
fourth-year.
13
•
*
•
•
•
•
9
•
•
•
•
•
4
Several consecutive days :
exclusively :
•
17
•
•
•
•
•
12
•
•
•
•
•
•
5
Question 31.
This question brought forth a great variety of opinions
as to the difficulties and possible remedies for prose composi-
tion. The most clearly expressed of these are given below, the
difficulties being mentioned first and the possible remedies
later. It was thought unnecessary to point out which diffi-
culty each remedy is supposed to apply to, as the relation is
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obvious
.
Difficulties.
Inferior quality of most texts in prose composition.
L^ck of adequate vocabularies on the part of the student.
Lack of sufficient preparation in English grammar.
Use of disconnected sentences instead of connected dis-
course in composition.
Shortness of time and consequent lack of onnortuni ty
to bring up prose each day.
In higher years the inability resulting from a lack of
thoroughness in first year work
.
Failure on the part of the teacher to determine the
proper proportion of time to be devoted to composition.
Lack of ability on the part of the pupil to apply a
rule when learned.
Lack of interest in composition and the prevalent prej-
udice against it.
Failure to think in Latin.
Indifference to vocabulary study.
Lack of responsibility and individual initiative on the
Dart of the student.
Remedies.
More oral and less written prose work.
Thorough review of forms at the beginning of the second
and third years.
The devoting of several consecutive days entirely to
composition, so as to give continuity to the work.
The teaching of a few points thoroughly so as to demon-
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strate to the student that he is making progress.
The early elimination of those unfit to take composition
work.
The shortening of the amount of required reading so that
an extra period ner week could be given to prose.
The introduction of matter for prose work based on modern
life instead of the authors read.
Repetition of the same exercise after a certain period
of time so as to give the student a feeling of mastery.
Reorganization of our grammar school work which shall
result in les^ dissipation of mental energy before the student
reaches high school and consequently greater virility and power
of attack.
The relative worth of each of the foregoing suggestions
is evident to the experienced teacher. The majority of the
teachers replying in regard to prose composition agree that the
results as composition is taught at present are not entirely
satisfactory, and that the lack of time is a great factor in
producing this result. Could more time be given to composition
and the composition be carried on as work inseparably connected
with the daily translation, the strong relation between the two
departments of work would become more evident and the decided
prejudice against prose would gradually disappear from the very
fact that prose would lose some of its distinctive character
and would become less differentiated from the other Latin work.
Question 32.
Of the 133 replying to this question 120 agree that
students do not have the facility in translation that they should
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have, but the other 13 are of the opinion that this facility is
as well developed as can be expected. The suggestions towardB
increasing the facility in translation which are especially
worthy of notice are as follows
Requirement of good English translations at all times.
Discussion of the subject matter each day so as to clear
the way for a better translation the next day.
More thorough vocabulary drill.
The training of the ear as well as the eye.
Frequent preparation of lessons in advanced classes with-
out the use of vocabulary or notes.
Attention to accuracy in construction.
More attention to idiomatic constructions.
Introduction of Latin into the seventh and eighth grades.
Allow the student to read for the thought of the passage.
More wort in translating review passages, assigning a
large portion to each Btudent.
Constant use of English idiom in translation.
Devoting of one period per week in the third and fourth
years for sipht reading outside the regular text.
Teaching the student to recognize certain roots, even
when in combination.
Occasionally reauiring written translations.
More attention to translation during the first year.
Cultured home surroundings an essential factor in the
ability to use any language correctly.
Quantity - the more translation, the more facility.
Do not try to teach Latin using the Latin order of words.
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Although many of the foregoing suggestions would tend to
increase the student's facility in translation to some decree,
it seems the almost universal opinion of the teachers replying
that sight translation and the reading of the greatest possible
amounts are the most successful means towards accomplishing this
end. Nothing requires the student to dra.w upon his resources
so widely and so quickly as the translation of Latin at sight.
He learns to some extent to grasp the content of a Latin sentence
"by the very arrangement of it and thus accustoms himself more and
more to the Latin order of expression. The ability to grasp the
meaning of a Latin sentence "at sight" approaches the nearest to
the ability of the Roman to read his native language that it is
possible for us to do. Thus if the student can be taught to
read ordinary Latin at sight hi
s
^translation is assured.
Question 33.
173 high schools offered suggestions as to how to ac-
quire a vocabulary. The following are the methods most commonly
referred to:-
Vocabul^ry drills, consisting of the pronouncing of the
words by the teacher and the writing and defining of them by the
student
.
Selected lists of words committed to memory during the
first two years.
Mastery of a few words each day and their constant use.
Grouping of related words with special attention to the
English and Latin derivatives, to the force of prefixes, etc.,
and to the use of synonyms.
Examinations on isolated words selected from the authors
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Btudi ed.
Making lists of new words as they occur and memorizing
them
.
Sight composition work.
Use of vocabulary word s with English and Latin words on
opposite sides (a very common method).
Use of a vocabulary book throughout Caesar and Cicero.
Emphasis on only those words which will be practicable
during the Latin course.
VTuch sight translation.
Use of Lodge word list.
Reviews and drills seem to be the methods emphasized
here. Whatever plan is adopted to broaden the vocabulary it
must, to succeed, be based upon frequent review and drill. The
acnuiring of a vocabulary is essentially a process of memory and
constant repetition is necessary to stamp anything forcibly
upon the memory. The function of the plan, of course, is to
relieve the monotony of this repetition and drill and to add,
if possible, some artificial interest to an otherwise somewhat
mechanical task. The plan which serves to interest the pupil
without distracting his attention from the main purpose, that
of acnuiring a vocabulary, is the most successful one.
Question 34.
The large majority of those replying to this question find
that students are deficient in the sense of grammatical relations.
Of the 309 replying, 203 pive answers which may be classed as
negative and 106 answers which may be classed as affirmative.
Of the 203, 106 state that their students do not come to them
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with a sense of grammatical relations, 21 that only a very few
come with such a sense, 34 that they do not have a clear senso
by any means, 15 that they do not possess thi3 faculty as much
as is desirable, and 22 that they have very little if any sense
of grammatical relations. Of the 106, there are 26 who state that
some do and some do not have this sense, 31 that they do to some
extent, 20 that they usually do, and 33 that they positively do
have a sense of grammatical relations.
This shows us that the greater number of students are
lamentably weak in the sense of the grammatical relations of
their own language. Since this is true, it is not surprising
that Latin is found difficult in some instances. A number of
remarks were made in regard to this phase and a few of them
should be noted
Many stated that the students have absolutely no idea
of grammatical relations, so that they cannot distinguish bet-
ween subject and ob.iect.
Some point out that students are exceptionally weak* in
sentence structure.
Most of them are convinced that many students learn most
of their English grammar from their Latin.
A great many find that boys are more deficient in this
respect than girls.
Viewed as a wholo, however, this weakness seems to be
more prevalent among the smaller high schools located in country
towns where a large proportion of the students are from the
rural districts. The larger city high schools report a marked
and growing improvement in this respect which is ascribed to the
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superior quality of instruction now being given in the grammar
schools. The deficiency is unquestionably one due to the
grammar school and not to the high school, but the fact. that
districts favored with good grammar schools report an improve-
ment in this respect, lends weight to the hope that this improve-
ment may soon become quite general.
Question 35.
157 high schools offered suggestions in response to this
question. Many offered suggestions which others had made in
reply to question 21, but several valuable thoughts were brought
out. The two elements however which seem to be most necessary
to increase the popularity and efficiency of the study of Latin
are indicated by many to be contained in the following: (1) the
parents of the students and the public in general must be brought
to a realization of the real value of the study of Latin. If
this can be done to some extent the students will no longer come
to our high schools with a prejudice against Latin, and that
branch will then have a fair opportunity to obtain its share
of popularity; and (2) teachers must be employed who possess
a high degree of scholarship, a native ability in teaching and
an unbounded enthusiasm and belief in the work in which they
are engaged. Only those who ponsess such accomplishments should
attempt to teach it.
Besides these two main thoughts, however, many others
of real worth were brought out. The best of them follow:
-
Better preparation in the grades in English grammar.
Omission of useless work of marking long quantities,
which would relieve the student of an unnecessary burden.
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Tr i tali zing of Latin by bringing into notice the comparison
of the roots and grammatical -principles of the Latin with those
of our own language.
Fake it a required study.
Appropriate decorating of the Latin recitation rooms with
pictures, statueo, etc.
Greater emphasis on the literary side.
Enthusiasm, scholarship and initiative on the Part of
the teacher.
Employment of teachers with attractive personalities.
The granting of more credits for work in Latin than for
the same amount of work in other branches, owing to the addi-
tional difficulty of Latin.
A first year book with modern stories in it, as in German
readers
.
Occasionally reading to the students selections from
some outside authors to show the wealth of the Latin literature.
Let the teachers in other departments preserve an atti-
tude which is not hostile to Latin.
Correlation of Latin with other subjects, such as history,
etc
.
There can be no doubt that upon the teacher falls a erreat
share of the responsibility for the popularity or the efficiency
of the study of Latin. If the attitude of the teacher is the
correct one and his preparation a thorough one, the efficiency
and popularity will come. Notice should be given, however, to
points such as those brought out in the foregoing suggestions.
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Ouestion 36.
Of the 293 high schools replying to this question only
7 state that they have either an organization or publication
in their school for the promotion of the study of Latin. A
large number reply that they take publications, such as the
Clansical Journal, which add to the interest and a number state
also that they are in favor of such organizations or publications
and intend to install something of that nature in the near future
Of the 7 high schools having something of this nature, 3 have
publications edited by the Latin students, 1 has a Latin club
which also publishes a paper, 1 has a voluntary sight reading
class, 1 has a Latin club, obiect not stated, and another has
a Latin club whose aim is rather social than literary.
The thing that seems to prove the most interesting in
this line is the publication of a Latin paper by the Latin
students of the high school. A copy of the publication at Rock
Island high school, called the "Rock Island Sol," was sent with
the reply to the letter and is no doubt typical of thor.e in
other high schools. The work in this publication seemed to be
of a very high order, consisting of the narration of hapnenings
about school, of athletic "write-ups" (which certainly tax the
Latin vocabulary to its limit) and other mattern of like nature.
The undertaking i3 one which would unquestionably anneal to the
better rtudents and should be taken up in institutions where it
is possible.
Question 37.
305 teachers stated their degrees and the number of
years experience they had had, as shown in the following table:-
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No degree - experience varying X X will X U* J r i )
Normal graduates - experience 7
f» tt 1 year 1 s experience ij
»» tt 2 « It 1X
ft tt tt tt »r
o
tl tt 5 ft tt oCj
TT « 6 tt ft ITo
«t tt 7 » tt o
tt tt 12 tt Tf X
»t tt 13 tt tt X
If tt IP tt tt X
tl it 19 tt tt 7
A. B. degree - experience not stated 11
it 1 year * s experience 20
»t n 2 tt tt
« tt 3 tt tt X f
n ft 4 tt tt rtf
tt « 6 tt tt xu
n tt 6 n it X o
tt tt 7 it ti 1 TX 1
»t tt 8 tt tt po
tt n 9 tt tt o
n tt 10 tt 11 D
tt it 11 tt tl p
it 12 tt tt D
tt it 13 n It X
tt tt 14 tt tl X
tt tt 15 n II - - 1
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A. B. degree - 17 yearp' experience - -5
" " 18 " - 2
ft tf 19 " - - 1
n tt 20 " " - 1
n n 22 " " - - 1
h N 2X M n - 1
N it 4Q ft tt _ _ 1
tt » 47 tt tt _ _ ^
A. M. " - experience not stated - 5
M
'* 3 years* experience - 2
ft ft 4" " «= - g
ttft 7 ft tt
_ «»1
tttt Q tt tt
_ _ 1
tt tt 9 tt tt
_ - 1
«n 10 » » - - 1
tt tt 12 " n - - 2
it tt 15 " " - - 3
ft 16 " - -3
tt tt 20 ft it _ -1
it tt g5 ft tt _ |5
tttt 30 " " - - 2
B . S# " experience not stated - 3
" " 1 year's experience - 1
ii tt 2 " *' — — 2
» « 3 tt tt
_ .. ^
"". B" " - a -2
N ft gtt it
_ _ 2
ft ft i6 n .» . =2

B. F. degree X
M. S. 11 on II it _ 1X
B . L. n T It ftx — TX
n tt C tf tto J.
w w 7 ft tt „ X
»t it
-11 It ttX -L X
L.L. B. n R II ft _ 1X
Ph. B. n exneri ence riot. stated — 1
»t •*
it it o
w « c n ft _
_ P
tt tt R ft tt _ p
II ii in tt tt o
It «
o
tt tt 20 " n
Ph. M. it fiTDf5T*i rthcp not Rt.&tfid — 1
tt X
Ph. D. n OA! ' vT i X C< I lv»y C- I iW H Oct OUU 1X
it tt
'
' «/ ^ Cm J. O w .A v7 X. Xv^i*^f^7 p
it tt 24 " 1
From table it can be see that, of the ?05 teachers,
4,5 have no degree , 18 are Normal Graduates, 166 have the degree
of A. B •
»
27 have A. I'., 15 have B. S., 1 has M. S., 4 have B. L.
,
1 has L .L. B.
,
17 have Ph . B
.
, 2 have Ph . M
.
, and 4 have Ph. D.
degrees •
This is ouite an encouraging condition, since by far the
larger niw.ber ' of teachers are college graduates and hold either
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a Bachelor's or Taster's degree.
Question 58.
116 high schools had additional suggestions to this
Question in which are brought up many tonics which are of real
value and which have not been touched upon in the foregoing
questions. These suggestions will be given as nearly as pos-
sible in the words of the authors of them, bo that the thought
may not be changed :-
Teachers must be alive to the subject and lay stress
on its practical bearings in science, law, medicine, etc.
One teacher assigns a topic to each student in the ad-
vanced classes, who gathers material as the course proceeds
and at the end of the year makes reports on the subject.
Requirements by colleges and universities should be les-
sened to do the work more thoroughly - less Caesar and more time
on the grammatical side.
Thorough study of Latin gives a better command of English,
a wide vocabulary and independence of thought.
Less aid is sent out to Latin teachers from various
sources than to the teachers of any other subject.
Text books with close paragraphing, dull binding and
pedantic notes should not be UFed, because these qualities give
the work an atmosphere of dryness and lack of interest.
In the fourth year introduce a brief history of Latin
literature
.
Concentrate the drudgery of Latin as much as possible
into the first two years. This gives those who go no farther
the mental discipline and a better understanding of the English,
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and those who do go on a knowledge of the classics an ouch.
In the srraller high schools the poor preparation and
frequent change of the teacher is a serious disadvantage.
These suggestions are of course cuitc miscellaneous in
their aim, yet the worth of each of them is very evident.
LIST OF SCHOOLS ON WHICH THE THESIS IS BASED
Accredited Schools
Alton Bradley Poly. Inat.
Amboy Bushnell
Anna Cairo
Areola Camp Point
Armington Canton
Ashland Carlinville
Assumption Carmi
Augustana Coll. .Academy Carroll ton
Aurora, East Carthage
Aurbra, West Centralia
Batavia, East Champaign
Batavia, West Charleston
Beardstown Chenoa
Belleville Chester
Belvidere, North Chicago Austin
Belvidere, South Calumet
Bement Chicago (South)
Benton - Crane, R.T.
Bloomington - Curtis
Blue Island
_
Englewood

SI.
Accredited. PchoolB
( continued
)
Chicago- Hyde FarK T?l Po an WCjX I ClOU y it •
- Jefferson CjV&Ilg t? 1 X OU. J- ~X vJ f' will X lieu
- Lake Hivans ion
- Mckinley j. KX X X IJ HX
- L'arshall
- Led!11 r annxng> ion
- Waller, Root. A. rl dllOl D I* • ~ cVi. JV ox
- Wendell Pfrillins rUlliOn
Chicago Heights V.T dl x fcJ fc> UUI g.
Clinton VJcL X V cL
Colfax o v*> d a o f~\
Danvi xi
e
WC 1 1w V CL
Decatur vj enoa,
De Kalb (~* r\ v> rr o + "i7r>ni7cur^otu«n
Delavan
Des Flames u x iiPan
Di yon u xram
Dundee urariu. rrair.10 ^. oxnxriciry
Ducuoin n^nnitft Pi tv1 X "ill V'-I. 1* V
uwign
L
(?rftpnvi ew
Ferlvil]
e
v* £± £iviTri 11awrt?6nvi xx©
Hast Ft. Louis JicLI X 1 bUUI g
Edwardville TJ r\ v«TTOirn cxir v t?y
T Igin n ci v txi lei
liigin Acaciemy
Elmwood Feyworth
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Accredited Schools
(continued
)
Highland Macomb
Hi llsboro Mansfield
Hinsdale Marengo
Hoopeston Farion
Hume Maroa
Jacksonville Marseilles
Joliet Marshall
J. Sterling Morton Martinsville
Kankakee Mason City
Kansas Mattoon
Eeithsburg Maywood
Kenilworth Fendota, E.
Kenwood Institute Mendota, YJ.
Kewanee Minonk
Knoxville Mo line
La Grange Momence
La Harpe Monmouth
Lanark Monti cello
La Salle Morgan Park
Le Roy Morri s
Lincoln Mt. Carmel
Litchfield Ft. Morris College
Lockport Mt. Pulaski
Loda Mt. Sterling
Lovington Mt. Vernon
McHenry Murphy sboro

—
—
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Accredl tod rchonln
\ V. V./ I .1 till L< '
Nozomis
i v i i\x y% x. Kjii
ITcrmal oavanna
Northwestern Military Acad.
Oak Park RVi p 1 d Dn
Onarga oyubjioi n 0011 • IilBl
Ottawa T .a Y^f"> y* + aJudfJUX Ucl
Para
I.J jj I IX 1 JJ. JL IClU
Pekin Fterliner
Peoria
c ore" Lor
Petersburg
Polo
> y csinore
Princeton
.1 ay iorvi x ± ©
Quincy 11S Kl j.wa
Rantoul TTtnv\qv» A 1 4- rw%vtjvqt Axx.cn
Riverside
Rochelle
v ailQaXl a
Rock Falls
» X I g X I IX el
Rockford VpT*TP ill"? C\Y\ L ntxr\ c^mxrv v7 i. lUi ilUil
-H. L/ ctvt t/I'lV
Rockford College
v x j?q@r
Rock Inland
Roodhouse
«, oil x rig ton
Roseville
.. atBOKa
Rossville
»v a, Ixxv "gj ctri
Rushville navcx JLy
Ft. Charles
v\ enoria
Ft. Gary's Academy West Chicago

nl/OI OUX 1/Ov.l POIlOO-Lb
V con oxni-isu /
• V » A X X • • Ua to J V - ' ' L IH X XXII X I x£i, O \JX 1
W. ? r 1 litarv Aradfimv« " • X -A- v *** J /Av Cl« v-i. will y Wo or! r t r> <*»1r
WT"1 Apt OKI Ww OTT? Tiff
Whitehall Yorkville
AVi i rtcr? nnn M X X ItV^Uli .TftTTTii Tier r fi pit 1 n r»v
ri fc>I l OOII t' Ulul OVvcJ,IlCy ^OIJOUx
/i l> V» O (JUL J-JttWI OIlLOVlllC
Alien r + » Aw 1^ XJ v> CXX 1D UWi VJ
Ij La1 !iv x ni 11 Wofll R AVIlv . C3AX X O Oil
n n r* 1 v 1 ft
' ci x x y x o Vnwftanijnjxi \j vi \s a*u cx
Poo otro a t-
nVi » t pwovth\S 1 I Co L» t j * " * ' x U1X V ft ftP1 Px - "wK ex
VIll 1 LlOU UJ!C XT ftwrm ftjin C/ win ttxi
uUUtl IN OW I/O11
T") f^fTyi P Y* ' r n y» Trftu o v> i ib i fc> y mj v o OoVI a V>r1
T nhl J'pcX 1 VX J. 1 1 IV Ui ^
L iX X X11K11 CUli
I
Rut 1 nnrl1\U bX CXIllX
QlltialJU 01 J. • vU« HxQclIlfci
FT orn.X JLwX Cw J CX Y Ul WUA
J X K.I lit A X 11 ul UVO OilOX 1 XClU
f^Tfifinfi pld Toil! nn Araiipmv
Wo rViV\tit»v>l» (X 131 1 U LxX 1
1
vv axorioo
Hebron Winchester

Schools Not Accredited.
Alexis Manchester
Algonquin Mazon
Barry Milledgeville
Belieflower Macon
Blandinsville Monica
Brimfield Fori sea
Chapin McLean
Clayton Mound City
Colchester Nauvoo
Cooksville New Boston
Downs Neponset
Eldorado Newark
East Dubuque Oakwood
East Peoria Odin
Gardner Oquawka
Grafton Palmyra
Grayville Pecatonica
H errin Penfield
Huntley Perry
Irving Philo
Johnston City Pinckneyville
Kenney Port Byron
Kaneville Potoka
Kirkland Potomac
Lostant Richmond
Ludlow Ridge Farm
Mackinaw Roanoke

56.
Schools Not Accredited,
(continued
)
Rockton Stock land
Salem Stronghurst
Sandoval Table Grove
Secor Tremont
Seneca Utica
Seward Vermont
Sidell Vienna
Shabbona Viola
Shawnee town Wauconda
Snarl and Weldon
Zion City
Reports were received from Ipava and also from
Lake View and Tuley high schools in Chicago, but too
late to be included in this report.



